Metaphors in Philosophy
Antwerp – May 20, 2009

Symposium organized by the Centre for Philosophy of Culture
University of Antwerp – City Campus (Room R.008)

09:45  Benjamin Biebuyck (Ghent)
Nietzsche’s metaphors and the moulting of the snake

10:30  Alexander Roose (Ghent)
Wise, devout and reliable: elephants in the Renaissance

16:00  Walter Van Herck (Antwerp)
Metaphors in philosophy and the philosophy of metaphor

11:30-12:30  16 short papers in parallel sessions
14:30-15:30 in seminar rooms R .213, R.218, R.219, R.231

Keynote speaker
16:50  Ralf Konersmann (Kiel)
Metapher, Bild und Hypotypose

Registration is required.
Please send an e-mail before May 14, 2009
to walter.vanherck@ua.ac.be

www.ua.ac.be/metaphorsinphilosophy